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Abstract: We study the news system and explore news report mechanism based on the corpus of Sina news website. Instead of
using complete content of news, we utilize short keywords to represent original news and mainly focus on the report time series
of news. Empirical analysis shows that the distributions of time intervals follow power-law distribution with exponential cutoff
on both single-class level and aggregate level. In addition, we analyze the vitality of keywords to explain why the distributions
of different kinds of news show difference in the exponential cutoff tail. On the basis of these findings, we propose a hybrid
mechanism queuing model to reveal the hidden principle of news reports. The simulation results can well fit the empirical data.
The present study may shed some light on the mechanism of temporal patterns of news report and human selection behaviors.
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1 Introduction

The studies of information spreading on networks have

attracted an increasing attention in the academic community

[1–5]. The diffusion processes and dynamical properties are

greatly influenced by two important factors, namely the role

of spreaders and the property of disseminule (disseminule

is a general term for information, rumor, behavior and so

on)[6], which are key points to differentiate between infor-

mation spreading and epidemic spreading [7–10]. People are

usually the information spreaders and active to make deci-

sions in information spreading, like approving or disapprov-

ing some news, while in epidemic spreading they are passive

to be affected. Therefore, building the information spreading

model is actually modeling the human selection behaviors in

the spreading process [2].

Compared with the information spreading which has

been extensively studied [11–17], less attention has been

paid to the mechanism of information generation and pub-

lication. News is the communication of selected informa-

tion on current events. As one of the major communication

medias, it plays an important role in information spreading.

News has the natural properties of timeliness and reliabili-

ty. How does people select news for publication from a vast

candidates? Due to lack of scientific evidence, it is hard to

answer such question. Fortunately, the latest decade has seen

a growing number of scientific achievements on the statistic-

s and dynamics of human behaviors, such as human geog-

raphy activities [18–21], mail system [22, 23], text message

system [24], telecommunication [25], and language systems
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[26, 27], et al. Empirical investigations show that Darwin

and Einstein correspondence patterns and today’s electron-

ic exchanges follow the same scaling laws by analyzing the

distribution of interval time between mail reception and re-

sponse [23]. Similarly, the pattern of short message activity

also exhibits a heavy-tailed interevent time distribution [24].

Inspired by these works, we study the properties of news

system in terms of the distribution of interevent time inter-

val between two consecutive news publication, attempting to

reveal the hidden mechanism of news publication.

In this paper, we use short keywords which are obtained

by segmentating the news titles to represent original news,

for example, keyword gunshoot represents one kind of news.

Then, with the information of news publication time, by cal-

culating the time interval between two consecutive report

events of the same kind of news, we can get the interevent

time sequence of each kind of news. Here, we treat each s-

ingle kind of news as single-class level and all kinds of news

together as aggregate level. Empirical analysis shows the

probability density distributions for the time intervals fol-

low power-law distribution with exponential cutoff both on

single-class level and aggregate level. Based on the empir-

ical results, we propose a news selection model with mixed

mechanisms of strict and preferential priority strategies. The

model result is essentially in agreement with the empirical

data which means the suggested mechanisms can be used to

explain the rule of news publication.

2 Dataset

The dataset used in this paper is the full-year news of

Sina website in 2012, from January 1st to December 31st.

Sina website is a major news provider in China which cov-
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ers the area of politics, military, culture, sports and so forth.

In addition, it contains not only the domestic news but also

the international news. This dataset is collected by Kaixu

Zhang from Xiamen University, which can be downloaded

from http://zhangkaixu.github.io/resources.html. The whole

dataset has been separated into four zips quarterly. Each con-

tains news for three months, e.g., Zip ‘q1’ contains the news

from January 1st to March 31st, Zip ‘q2’ for the second

quarter, and so on. The dataset has in total 250,000 news,

about 250 million words. Each piece of news contains fol-

lowing attributes: URL, character encoding, title, keywords,

description, the source media and content, all of which are

in XML format. In particular, URL has the report time of

news, accurate to minute. Note that the contents of news are

in Chinese.

We use the word segmentation tool called PanGu Seg-

ment to extract keywords of each news from its title and con-

tent. In order to avoid the influence of function words, we

ignore the keywords with length less than 2. Since the title

reflects the main point of news contents, to fetch the key-

words from titles to represent news is more accurate and ef-

ficient than from the contents. Moreover, we have tested that

the probability density distributions of content keywords and

title keywords respectively and found that both distributions

follow similar scaling law (see Fig. 1). Therefore, it is rea-

sonable to use the keywords of news’ title as abstract of its

content. It should be noted that a piece of news’ title may

contain several different keywords, then every keyword rep-

resents one kind of news.
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Fig. 1: Probability density distributions of keywords from

news contents and titles respectively.

As we want to reveal the mechanism of news publica-

tion, we pay our attention to the publication time series nat-

urally. Since each piece of news has the URL information

with time stamp, we acquire the time information of each

keyword, i.e. every category of news. Note that differen-

t keywords in the same piece of title get the same time s-

tamp, which means the corresponding kinds of news were

published at this time. Then we can have all kinds of news’

time series by sorting whole keywords chronologically. Be-

sides, to ensure the interevent time sequence is long enough,

we only keep keywords which occur more than 500 times.

Under these conditions, we get 331 keywords as hot news.

3 Empirical Analysis

According to the aforementioned way, on the scale of

the minute, we acquire every keyword’s report time series.

In this section, we present the empirical results of the distri-

butions of time interval between each two consecutive news

reports both on single-class level and aggregate level. We

use symbol τ to represent time interval. The results indicate

that the publication behaviors of different news have some

common characteristics. We observe that the distribution of

interevent time between two consecutive news publication

follows power-law distribution with exponential cutoff, but

different keywords show different intensities in exponential

cutoff tail.
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Fig. 2: (a)-(d) The distributions of interevent time intervals

between two consecutive news publication and (e)-(h) the

vitality of news.

We choose four typical keywords to display their prop-

erties, namely rainstorm ( ), explosion ( ), offi-

cer ( ) and gunshoot ( ). Other hot keywords are
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governed by similar non-Poisson statistics. As shown in

Fig. 2(a-d), black circles represent the real data distribu-

tion and the red triangles are the corresponding logarith-

mic binning results. The interevent distributions are power-

law with exponential cutoff which can be well fitted by

P (τ) = Aτ−αe−βτ , where the exponent α is between 0.25

and 0.45 and the exponent β ranges from 5.0 × 10−4 to

4.5 × 10−3 for different keywords respectively. The power-

law interevent distribution indicates that the news tends to

happen frequently during a short time, while sometimes ap-

pears after a long period of time. The cutoff reveals some

randomness may occur during news publication process. In

Table 1, we show the two exponents of nine hot keywords.

Table 1: The fitting results of distributions of news’ inter-

event time series and the corresponding Burstness B and

Memory M . The corresponding Chinese characters are p-

resented in the brackets.

News α β B M

American ( ) 0.45 0.00354 0.21 0.17

Beijing ( ) 0.25 0.00220 0.21 0.11

Diaoyu Islands (

)

0.50 0.00100 0.55 0.23

President ( ) 0.45 0.00250 0.20 0.11

Earthquake ( ) 0.35 0.00200 0.25 0.21

Rainstorm ( ) 0.30 0.00050 0.54 0.43

Explosion ( ) 0.35 0.00200 0.21 0.15

Officer ( ) 0.25 0.00200 0.15 0.07

Gunshoot ( ) 0.30 0.00300 0.30 0.24

Generally speaking, in the news report process, a kind

of news is often consecutively reported due to seasonal out-

break like rainstorm or the enthusiasm of the masses for

breaking news like earthquake. These kinds of news often

need repeated publication to fulfill the audience’s expecta-

tions. Along with the changes of weather or the reduction

of the masses’ enthusiasm, the recently reported news will

become less popular.

At the same time, although the similar behaviors of dif-

ferent kinds of news have been observed, there are still dif-

ferences laying on the intensity in the cutoff tail. Compared

with news explosion and officer, news rainstorm and gun-

shoot show weaker tendency in exponential cutoff tail. In

order to explain the different intensities, we further analyse

the vitality, burstness and memory [28] of news. For a given

news, we define the publication times per day as its vitali-

ty. Fig. 2(e-h) display the distributions of the four keywords’

vitalities. News rainstorm shows strong burstness between

June and July and is relatively silent among other months. It

is because the widespread flooding often occurs during that

season. We also notice that gunshoot displays strong period-

icity and is active in day 80, 200, 350. Comparatively speak-

ing, explosion and officer exhibit much strong randomness

which leads to more apparent exponential cutoff tail. And

burstness B is a statistics term referring to the intermittent

increases and decreases in activity or frequency of an event.

According to Ref. [28], B is defined as:

B =
cv − 1

cv + 1
, (1)

where cv is the coefficient of variation of time intervals tau.

Burstness value is between -1 and 1. B equals 1 for the most

bursty series, 0 for the poisson distribution, and -1 when the

series is completely periodic signal. The memory value M

measures the correlation of consecutive inter-event time in-

tervals. M is defined as:

M =
1

nτ − 1

nτ−1∑

i−1

(τi −m1)(τi+1 −m2)

σ1σ2
, (2)

where nτ is the number of interevent times measured from

the signal and m1(m2) and σ1(σ2) respectively are sam-

ple mean and sample standard deviation of τi’s (τi+1’s),

(i = 1, ···, nτ−1). M is bounded in the range [-1,1], M > 0

for memory while M < 0 for anti-memory. We determine

the series displays memory when a short(long) intereven-

t time often follows a short(long) one, and it shows anti-

memory when repeated pattern hardly exists. We present the

burstness and memory values of some keywords in Table 1.

News rainstorm and gunshoot show stronger burstness and

memory than explosion and officer.

Meanwhile, we investigate all keywords’ time intervals

between two consecutive news reports with same key word-

s. The distribution is presented by purple squares in Fig.

4(a). The pattern of news publication at aggregate level al-

so displays power-law distribution with exponential cutoff,

which can be well fitted by y = a(x+ b)−c, where a = 280,

b = 190 and c = 2.05, presented by the solid line in Fig.

4(a).

4 The Model

The process of journalists choosing news from a num-

ber of candidates is very similar to the decision-based queu-

ing process. Thus, on the basis of the empirical findings

above and the early work of Barabási in 2005 [18], we pro-

pose a hybrid mechanism queuing model considering the

timeliness to simulate the news publication behavior. The

three core principles of this model are as follows: (i) Stric-

t priority. Under this rule, we choose the news which has
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the highest importance from candidates, like breaking news

earthquake; (ii) Preferential selection [29, 30]. This mech-

anism allows us to choose news contents in proportion to

their degree of importance. The more important a piece of

news is, the higher possibility it will be chosen. Under this

condition, news with less importance still has a chance to

be selected; (iii) Information redundancy and strong timeli-

ness. Redundancy refers to the number of candidate news is

much larger than the amount of publication news. Timeli-

ness means the reported news is always selected from the set

of latest candidates. Therefore, news that can not be reported

in time will lose their significance for publication.

We define C categories of news with each category en-

dowed with a fixed weight ω ranging from 0 to 1, to repre-

sent the importance of news in this category. This is because

the importance of specific category will not change marked-

ly, for instance, gunshoot and president always have absolute

priority. The detailed model rules are as follows:

(i) At time t = 0, we initialize a news candidates list

with length L by randomly choosing L pieces of news from

C categories of news. Each news has a fixed weight ω which

is determined by its category and has been set before.

(ii) With probability q, the model will use strict priority

mechanism to select news with the largest ω from all can-

didates. Otherwise, the model will follow the preferential

selection with probability 1 − q , where a news i will be

selected with probability Ωi = ωi/Σωi.

(iii) Once a news has been selected, it will be removed

from the candidates list, and simultaneously a new one ran-

domly chosen from C categories will be added into the list.

We record the time of news removal and birth.

(iv) The news that exist in the candidates list for over

L/20 time steps will be removed directly and replaced by a

new one. This mechanism is necessary due to the consider-

ation of timeliness of news selection, namely the news will

be meaningless if it has not been reported for a long period

of time. In reality, people will barely be interested in the old

stories.

The whole iterations of this simulation process are

24 × 60 × 366 steps which is in agreement with the total

minutes of year 2012. After the completion of model itera-

tion, we extract each category of news’ interevent time series

to investigate the distribution of interevent time series at the

aggregate level.
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Fig. 3: Distributions of interevent time at single-class level.

Fig. 4: Distributions of interevent time. (a) The comparison

between the empirical analysis and result of our model at the

aggregate level. (c)-(d) The parameters’ effects on simula-

tion results of the model.

5 Results and analysis

Fig. 3 shows the distributions of interevent time series

at single-class level simulated by our model. We select two

kinds of news with longest publication time series to demon-

strate the model results. The model parameters are set as

C = 600, L = 200 and q = 0.22. Fig. 3 display the single-

class news’ distributions of interevent time intervals follow

power-law with exponential cutoff form, which can be fitted

by P (τ) = Aτ−αe−βτ . The results of single-class news are

in agreement with the empirical analysis.

Fig. 4(a) compares the distributions of interevent time

series between model result (circles) and empirical investi-
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gation (squares) at the aggregate level. The red line is the

fitting function y = 280(x + 190)−2.05. The model result

essentially accords with the empirical analysis.

Furthermore, we analyze the influence of different pa-

rameters on model results, as shown in Fig. 4(b-d). Fig.

4(b) displays the influence caused by the news category

C. We fix L = 200 and q = 0.22, then select C =

200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, respectively. With the increasing

of C, the distribution shows an downward trend when τ is

less than 300, and has a significant right shift when τ is larg-

er than 500. Fig. 4(c) presents the influence of L, where C

and q are fixed as 600 and 0.22, respectively. We analyze the

results with L changing from 100 to 400 with step 100. On-

ly minor differences are observed in the region [1, 10]. The

bigger the L is, the higher the proportion of small τ is. How-

ever, the tail part of the distribution remains almost the same.

Fig. 4(d) shows the impacts of probability q, which has sim-

ilar effect as parameter L. Differences are observed in the

region [1, 100] and the tail parts keep unchanged.

The growth of C indicates that the number of candi-

dates becomes larger. Since in the candidate list new added

news will be randomly selected from C categories, then with

the increasing of C, the chosen probability of each category

will decrease accordingly, leading to the decrease of the co-

occurrence probability of news in same category in the can-

didates list. As a result, it is less likely to frequently choose

the news in the same category in a short time. Overall, al-

l kinds of news’ time interval τ between two consecutive

news publication and its frequency P (τ) tend to be larger

with the increasing of C. The growth of L increases the

co-occurrence probability of news in same category in the

candidates list, thus there is a great possibility to have same

category of news published within a short time. However as

our model has a bias that news with more weight has higher

priority to be published, the news with larger ω will be af-

fected more significantly than others. Additionally, as there

is a small number of news with large ω, the frequency of s-

mall τ increases slightly. Besides, we observe that parameter

C has a greater impact than L on the model results. More-

over, the increase of the selection probability q makes it more

likely that news in the same category with larger ω has high-

er chance to be chosen frequently, resulting in the rise of the

frequency of small τ . In summary, news with high weight

is more sensitive to all parameters’ change (corresponds to

the head part), while news with low weight seems unaffect-

ed markedly by L and q (corresponds to the tail part), but are

influenced greatly by the number of news category C.

6 Discussion

Since news as one of mainstream media plays essential

role in information spreading, we pay our attention to news

publication process. Empirical analysis showed that the dis-

tribution of interevent time intervals between two consecu-

tive news publication, both on single-class level and aggre-

gate level, follows power-law with exponential cutoff. To

uncover the underlying rule governing news generation, in-

spired by the decision-based queuing model presented by

Barabasi in 2005 [18], we proposed a queue-based news

selection model with hybrid mechanisms which considers

the strict and preferential priority mechanisms, as well as

timeliness of news selection. The model produces rich non-

Poisson characteristics of interevent time intervals and the

simulation result can fit the real data very well.

Note that although the present model assumes the time

intervals of each kind of news’ advent are homogeneous, the

burstness of the time intervals of news’ publication still ex-

ists due to the preferential selection of news. Our studies

contribute to better understanding the mechanism of news

report and human selection behaviors, and may shed some

light on similar studies of other media’s selection rules, such

as magazines and movies.
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